WEMOCARE
WEMO has a lot of knowledge and experience at its disposal. We would like to share that knowledge and experience with you. Then we speak the same language, look together at all innovative
possibilities and as partners we will set ever higher standards. Our motivation is crisp and clear:
that is how we want to do business together.







PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

INSPECTION

UPGRADE & CONVERSION

A long service life with as few
breakdowns as possible.

A carefully conducted machine
inspection gives an exact picture of
the condition of your machine.

Smart upgrade and conversion
packages with which you can
optimise your machine.







STEEL DOORS
PRODUCTION LINE
CONFIGURATION
 Highest output
 Serial or Kit production (cover/box)

WARRANTY EXTENSION

SPARE PARTS

TRAINING & EDUCATION

In order to optimise this warranty,
we offer you a supplementary
warranty extension.

Fast and expert delivery of our high
quality machine parts.

Effective training for new employees
will significantly increase the output
and life of your machine.

 Flexible for new product types
 With or without embossing

Trusted by the best brands in the world

WEMO Nederland B.V.
Larenweg 38
5234 KA ‘s-Hertogenbosch

Mailbox 3391
5203 DJ ‘s-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands

www.wemomachines.com

Tel: +31 73 6407640
Fax: +31 73 6430116
E-mail: info@wemo.nl

Flexible production lines; that is the strength of WEMO. With our basic line and modular
options, we offer you effortless applications for Steel Doors with different sheet thicknesses
(up to 16 gauge). With the high output (up to 2 complete doors per minute) we guarantee the
lowest costs per product.

www.wemomachines.com

Turning

STEEL DOORS
PRODUCTION LINE
CONFIGURATION

OPTIONAL

Transfer
punching

Longitudinal
bending

Unloading
Tail bending

Loading

Sheet cutting*

OPTIONAL

Other on
request

Two extra
loading positions

A

OPTIONAL

Head
bending

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

A: Basic configuration

* Only possible in combination with Transfer punching & Turning

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS





Production speed

15 - 19 sec / panel

Width

26 - 50 inches

Length

75 - 91 inches

Type of material
Material thickness



Highest output



Serial or Kit production (cover/box)

Steel with PVC-coating



Flexible for new product types

27 - 16 gauge



With or without embossing

BENDING FORM EXAMPLES

